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LETTER

WHAT A YEAR!
MESSAGE FROM NEW HOPE OF INDIANA

New Hope of Indiana experienced a historical year full of both uncertainty and hope
with many highs and lows.
We started our 2019-2020 fiscal year on a high with the launch of our most
innovative program yet, the Cheese and Thank You food truck. Cheese and Thank
You had a great first season and the entire crew learned so much! Thank you for your
support!
At the end of 2019, New Hope said goodbye to two of our most dedicated leaders,
Lynn Feldman and Kathe Rae, after their combined 80 years of service to our
mission. We celebrated their retirement by dedicating a new annual award, the Lynn
Feldman & Kathe Rae Direct Support Professional (DSP) of the Year Award, and this
spring, we proudly presented the first DSP of the Year Award to Jonel Foreste, a
twenty year associate of New Hope who epitomizes the Core Values of New Hope:
Service, Dedication, Reverence, Creativity, Wisdom and Integrity.

We jumped into 2020 on another high note with the announcement
that New Hope was accredited as a United Way of Central Indiana
agency, one of the first organizations to earn this accreditation in
many, many years.
Then, the spring came and with it came truly unexpected changes. COVID-19
has affected every associate, every individual served and every decision since it
reached Indiana in March. Our teams were faced with quickly changing procedures
and protocols during the first several weeks of our response to the pandemic. I am
so thankful for the leadership of our Board of Directors and the hard work of our
associates through this uncertain time. I am especially proud of our 300+ dedicated,
hard-working caregivers who sacrificed so much over the last several months to
ensure the individuals they serve remain safe, healthy and happy. THANK YOU
#TeamNewHope!!
New Hope’s entire operation shifted to focus entirely on the health and safety of
those we serve and the caregivers who serve them. We quickly suspended programs
which were too risky including our Day Services program. We transitioned many of
our therapy programs into the unknown world of teleservices. We scrambled to get
appropriate PPE for our 350 frontline caregivers and the individuals they serve. Then,
we became fire fighters as we reacted to an outbreak of COVID-19 cases within our
New Hope community. We learned quickly from our experience and leaned on our
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Core Values through the many challenges that COVID
brought with it into the summer months. Throughout
all of this, New Hope has kept four goals in mind:
1. Keep individuals served and associates
healthy and safe.
2. Minimize risk.
3. Keep our people working.
4. Keep in communication with associates, individuals
served, families and appropriate State agencies.

Despite our challenges, we also experienced so much
generosity including grants from the Central Indiana
COVID-19 Community Economic Relief Fund (C-CERF),
PNC Bank and Ascension St. Vincent which allowed New
Hope to purchase much needed technology and PPE as well as pay
much needed “hero pay” to our frontline caregivers.
This additional funding came at a time when everything felt uncertain and brought
a huge relief to New Hope! Our corporate donors continued to support our mission
by sponsoring this year’s Silver Cup Celebration even though we cancelled the
actual event.
We have been blessed with the generosity and support of our New Hope
community. Our friends donated more in-kind gifts than ever before including
handmade masks, household supplies, games, and other quarantine entertainment.
Our New Hope families have been especially supportive, remaining patient and
understanding despite the difficult decisions we made which often limited their
ability to visit their loved ones.

While we have learned so much over the last several months, above
all else, we have learned the importance of gratitude.
We are grateful for the opportunity to serve our most vulnerable neighbors; we
are grateful for the many under-recognized caregivers who serve them; and we are
grateful for friends of New Hope who continue to support our mission. We are also
grateful for you! Thank you to everyone reading this message. We would not be the
outstanding organization we are without your support!
Sincerely,
Allison Wharry
CEO

www.newhopeofindiana.org
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WE’LL TAKE YOUR
ORDER NOW
CHEESE AND THANK YOU LAUNCHES IN 2019

In the Summer of 2019, a one of a kind food
truck burst onto the Indianapolis food scene
with perfectly cheesy mac-n-cheese options
prepared and served by young adults with
disabilities - Cheese and Thank You was
launched not only as a delicious food option
for the local Indianapolis community, but
a program designed to help young adults
with developmental disabilities gain valuable
work-life experience as they transition from
high school to the working world.
The Cheese and Thank You program took
years of dedicated planning to develop.
Finding the right equipment, partners,
and sponsors was essential to making sure
the program would continue to provide
opportunities for young adults for years to
come. One of those partners was Bethel
United Methodist Church.
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Our friends at Bethel opened their arms
and their certified kitchen to partner with
New Hope to prepare the food for Cheese
and Thank You. According to Kathy Ballard,
Administrator of the food truck program,
“All of the people there have been incredibly
welcoming and supportive of our program.
They jumped through all of the hoops
required for licensing to allow us to realize
our Cheese and Thank You dream.”
According to the Indianapolis Star, finding
a job is a major challenge for people with
disabilities. The national unemployment
rate was about 3.7% in 2018, but it was 8%
for those with disabilities. “It’s harder for
us special needs kids to find a job,” said
Eli Huff, 23, a Cheese and Thank You crew
member. “Some people don’t understand
our disabilities and stuff like that.”

The 2019 season was a great success
filled with many lunchtime visits, serving
25 different businesses throughout the
Indianapolis metro area. A number of those
had us more than once. We served close to
1,000 meals! Comments ranged from “This
is delicious!”, “When will you be back?” to
“What a great opportunity New Hope is
providing!”
As we prepared for the 2020 season,
expectations were very high and we had
many exciting visits scheduled. Many of
our long-term friends and partners wanted
to get on the schedule to have Cheese and
Thank You at their businesses to serve the
delicious mac-n-cheese pairings from our
clients. Unfortunately, due to federal and
state safety regulations surrounding the
global pandemic we were forced to cancel
the 2020 season. We anticipate a new client
crew and renewed energy and excitement
as we look forward to providing Cheese and
Thank You to our friends in 2021.
Special thanks to our sponsors Pearson Ford,
Kroger and Old National Bank Foundation
for their ongoing commitment and support
of this incredible program.

MAKING HEADLINES
The launch of the Cheese and Thank
You Food Truck made national
headlines, and was named one of
the Top 10 stories of 2019 by the
Indianapolis Star.
www.newhopeofindiana.org
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A NEW PLAN

WHEN DETOURS ARE PART OF

THE JOURNEY
Allen Saunders once wrote “Life is what
happens to us while we are making other
plans.” In 1992, other plans for DeShawn Hale
included graduating from Indiana University
where she was studying on an academic
scholarship and soon to be venturing out
on a new career. But when she became
pregnant in her senior year and her child was
born three months prematurely, her dreams,
aspirations and career were put on indefinite
hold.
Her son Christian was born with what would
later be diagnosed as Cerebral Palsy and
Failure to Thrive. He spent his first three
8
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months in the hospital followed by years of
doctor’s visits, specialists and therapists. At
three years old he experienced “aggressive”
seizures. His disabilities demanded
continuous care. Unable to walk and nonverbal, it became apparent that Christian
would need complete care, meaning
assistance for all activities for the rest of his
life. As DeShawn explained, “I realized at
twenty years old I had to be an adult. My
parents have always been very supportive
and I tried to finish school, but Christian
came first. I had to get a job and take back
control of my life.”

As a single parent
caring for a child with
disabilities, DeShawn’s
new plan was to make
it possible for Christian,
despite his limitations, to
experience as much in life as possible.
Those experiences included baseball, travel,
Special Olympics, horseback riding, bowling
and even zip-lining. Christian eventually
graduated from Arlington High School, went
to the prom and crossed the stage for his
diploma. DeShawn then surprised Christian
with a trip to California to be part of the
audience of his favorite TV game show,
The Price is Right. But as Christian reached
the age of twenty-one, DeShawn faced
another challenge: finding daytime services
that would provide an environment where
Christian could continue to engage and grow
as an adult. “I visited several adult day-care
facilities,” recalls DeShawn, “but could not
find one that I thought was the right fit. Then
we were referred to New Hope. When we
met with the people there, I just knew.

I could see how much everyone
truly cared, feel the love they
have in their hearts. And it’s
genuine. I felt good about
taking Christian there. I knew
he was safe and cared for. And
I was confident it was a place
where he would thrive.”

A COVID-19 INTERRUPTION

Over the years Christian has come to think
of New Hope as his second home and
his second family, making it extremely
difficult during the COVID-19 pandemic.
“Our routine was completely thrown off.”
says DeShawn, “Plus it was difficult to
communicate to him why he couldn’t go.
Christian needs social interaction and while I
did a variety of things to keep him engaged
at home, it was very frustrating. The best
day ever was when we were able to go back
to New Hope. Christian communicates with
his body and you could just see him light
up with excitement when we pulled into the
entry.”
FULL CIRCLE

“New Hope has been the most awesome
experience for both Christian and me,”
DeShawn states without hesitation. “It has
been a God send, giving Christian an outlet
in life. They nurture him both physically and
emotionally. He definitely has grown in his
independence there.” For DeShawn, having
the peace of mind knowing her son is safe
and happy has created some new-found
independence for her, as well. She recently
graduated from Indiana University with a
degree in Business and is currently studying
toward becoming a CPA. It’s perhaps a
little later than planned, but as DeShawn
poignantly states, “There’s a reason they call
it New Hope.”
www.newhopeofindiana.org
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SUPPORTING
OUR ASSOCIATES

New Hope Grateful
for Outpouring of
Community Support
WE DID IT AGAIN: New Hope of Indiana Earns Indianapolis
Top Workplaces 2020 Award
In the midst of turbulent
times during the COVID-19
pandemic, New Hope
received some exciting and
welcomed good news. For the
second year in a row, New Hope of Indiana
was awarded an Indianapolis Top Workplace
in 2020 by the Indianapolis Star. This year
also saw added recognition as New Hope
also received a special award in the Training
category. This award was given as a result
of New Hope giving associates the formal
training they seek for career advancement.

According to New Hope of Indiana CEO
Allison Wharry, “We are one of the few
nonprofits chosen to receive this award and
it means even more to us this year since
our associates have been working under
challenging conditions brought on by the
global pandemic. We strive to ensure they
feel valued, appreciated and safe every day
they come to work.”
The list from The Indianapolis Star is based
solely on employee feedback gathered
through a third-party survey administered by
employee engagement technology partner
Energage, LLC.

Associate Financial Assistance Program Supports Over 50 Associates
As part of our ongoing mission at New
Hope of Indiana, we strive to be a leader
in providing holistic services and resources
to persons with disabilities and their
families while advocating to advance the
opportunities for those in need of support.
This can only be done by supporting an
incredible group of associates who provide
these services on a daily basis.
This year, as New Hope faced
unprecedented challenges to maintain a
safe and caring environment for our clients,
many associates were faced with financial
10
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challenges due to the impact of the global
pandemic. Through the Associate Financial
Assistance (AFA) Program, New Hope was
able to provide over $50,000 in support to
more than 50 New Hope associates who
were facing financial challenges. According
to Amy Flint, Director of Community and
Family Connections at New Hope, “The
generosity of associates at New Hope
over the years allowed us to support and
provide financial assistance in 2020 to more
associates than ever before.”
To continue supporting our Associates,
please visit, newhopeofindiana.org/donate.

New Hope of Indiana is grateful for the
outpouring of support from the community
in the wake of COVID-19. In April 2020,
New Hope was chosen to receive a
$200,000 unrestricted grant from the
Central Indiana COVID-19 Community
Economic Relief Fund (C-CERF).
C-CERF is an economic relief fund launched
with significant, initial investments from
founding partners Lilly Endowment Inc.,
Central Indiana Community Foundation
(through the Glick Fund and The
Indianapolis Foundation), Eli Lilly and
Company Foundation, Nina Mason Pulliam
Charitable Trust, Richard M. Fairbanks
Foundation, and United Way of Central
Indiana. Since its establishment, it has
grown to over $22 million with additional
donations from the public.
Like most businesses and nonprofits, New
Hope incurred unexpected expenses
related to the COVID-19 pandemic
including additional costs for Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE), technology
costs to make certain services and
operations virtual and to accommodate
staff scheduling adjustments.
Most importantly, however, New Hope’s
frontline caregivers needed some extra
support. For this reason, the C-CERF grant
was an unexpected and delightful surprise.
The grant funding allowed New Hope to
provide a total of over 1,900 Thank You
Bonuses of up to $100 each to its frontline
caregivers between March and June 2020.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Advisory Committee Launched
This past year has presented a number of
new challenges, from dealing with a global
pandemic to experiencing a nation-wide
movement toward social justice. New Hope
of Indiana has always supported social justice.
Historically, our focus has been on justice
for individuals with disabilities. However, we
understand that social justice is more than
that, and we support Black Lives Matter
and other organizations seeking a more just
society.
To that end, New Hope recently created
a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Advisory
Committee (DEI) designed to bring a variety
of voices to the conversation of systemic
racism. The Advisory Committee is comprised
of nineteen associates from different
backgrounds, departments, and seniority
levels within New Hope.
The DEI Advisory Committee’s initial focus
will be to listen to our associates and
understand how New Hope can support
them in areas which are falling short. It will
evaluate New Hope’s Core Values to make
sure they underscore the commitment to
diversity, equity and inclusion, and will
continually assess the perceptions of diversity,
equity and inclusion within each department
and the impact of current social unrest on
our associates. The Committee will make
recommendations that support the intentional
application of diversity, equity and inclusion
with associates at all levels of the organization
and with the individuals we serve.
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BETSY GORMAN, Team Leader, Supported Living Program

CAREGIVER
HIGHLIGHTS

GAIL MEHRLICH, Team Leader, Group Homes
Over thirty years ago, I
worked for a different
agency that I didn’t
like very much. I was
driving all over the
state and there weren’t
any benefits. I was in
nursing school as well, so I needed a job
with flexibility. St. Vincent New Hope was
recommended to me, so I went and filled out
the application and was hired the next day. I
told myself I would only be here six months,
just long enough to get back on my feet.
Next thing I knew, it was 30 years later.
Many great things have happened to me
in that time. I met my husband through
New Hope and his brother who became my
brother as well. I became his advocate, his
voice, and his rock. I have stayed with New
Hope because I truly believe in making a
difference in
our individuals’
lives. I love
experiencing
their smallest

12

accomplishments like teaching an individual
to set the table and then watching them do
it on their own. My individuals are not just
clients, they are my family. This is not just a
job for me. It’s my passion.
My motivation at home is my grandchildren.
I have four and they keep me young at
heart. I teach them that the best thing you
can give to someone else is your love and
your time. I also love my garden. It is my
sanctuary, my inner peace. When I find
myself down or stressed out, you will find
me in the kitchen cranking out something
yummy. In fact, my dreams and goals are
to own my own restaurant one day. If I
could teach everyone one thing about the
individuals I serve, it’s that they have hopes
and dreams too. Sometimes you just have to
give them the time to realize them.

MAKING HEADLINES
Inside Indiana Business with Gerry Dick, featured
the celebration of the first-winner of the Lynn
Feldman and Kathe Rae DSP of the Year Award

I came to New Hope as
a Team Leader twelve
years ago, and this
year has been one of
the most challenging
and most rewarding.
COVID-19 has brought
on an emotional roller coaster for me,
especially in the first several weeks that New
Hope responded to the pandemic. It also
made me a stronger leader. Professionally,
I look up to my supervisor, Ann Johnson,
as someone who is kind, strong, resilient,
caring, and reliable. I respect her so much,
and I am thankful for her leadership. I am
proud to say that I’ve gained some of those

same qualities thanks to her and to the
demands of my job.
I am motivated by others, both at home and
at work. At home, I am most thankful for my
supportive family and I love spending time
with my grandson, Leo. At work it is the
smiles of the individuals I serve and knowing
I am helping them live their best lives that
keeps me going. I love spending time with
them, getting to know them, and sharing the
things that are most important to them. Our
annual Indiana Beach trip is my favorite, and
I sure missed that this year! The people I
serve deserve every opportunity to live their
best life, and if I can help them do that, then
I am doing my job well.

IFUNANYA MBELU, DSP
Being a DSP is not
just a job for me, it is
a calling. It makes me
happy and fulfilled
being able to be part
of an individual’s
milestones, exposing
them to new personal growth. Being in the
healthcare field generally gives me a sense
of purpose. My motivation at work comes
from the progress and achievements of the
individuals I serve, a conducive and unbiased
work environment, and a great team that is
always there to support and encourage. I get
my motivation at home from my family. Being
there to encourage my clients’ strength and
be able to assist their weaknesses, putting a
smile on their faces with every little chance
I get is my favorite part of my job. Seeing
them happy makes me happy too.

I look up to my mum. She has raised this
wonderful individual which is me. Every
principle I lead now in my life was instilled
in me by her. She is an amazing woman. I
am also thankful to God for life in general,
thankful for my clients and my team,
and thankful for being a part of a great
organization like New Hope of Indiana.
I hope to become a Registered Nurse
and to be able to impact more in the
lives of people and the most vulnerable
in the society. The individuals I serve are
more than their disabilities. When I see
them, I don’t see their disability, I only see
amazing people who thrive and who want to
contribute to their community.

www.newhopeofindiana.org
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DENISE WINBUSH, DSP
I chose to become a
DSP, because I was
searching for a job
that was truly centered
around helping others.
Retail and customer
service were okay, but
it just felt like I was there to do my shift and
make my money, nothing else. I needed
an emotional reward out of my job or else
I didn’t see myself growing! My clients
definitely motivate me at work! Just hearing
them laugh, smile, and crack the funniest
jokes makes my day. My favorite part of
my job is watching movies and listening to
music with my clients. One is OBSESSED
with Jermaine Jackson and the Jackson 5. It
got to the point that I bought The Wiz movie
for her on my YouTube account so every
weekend she looks forward to seeing me!
I want people to know that the individuals
are no different from us, no matter what
their diagnosis may be. They have rights
and feelings, and ultimately just want to
be treated the same as everyone else. It’s
important to treat them the same way you
would treat a loved one!

At home, my
environment
motivates me. I love
coming home to a
peaceful place where I
can just relax and be me for a moment. I
look up to my mother, beyond her being
a parent of mine. She is someone that just
breathes strength and motivation and has
such a strong spirit. As I got older, I saw
that beyond that strong exterior, she was a
woman full of love, courage, but also doubt,
showing me that she was no superhuman
like I thought. This made me admire her
even more seeing that despite everything
she went through behind closed doors, her
spirit was never broken.
I hope to graduate Nursing school this
December and start off in the ICU or
ED unit! I love Critical Care Nursing and
eventually want to become certified
for this speciality while also completing
graduate school to become a Family Nurse
Practitioner. After settling into my career, my
ultimate goal is to open my own Wellness
Center to manage my own set of clients.

JANET INMAN, DSP
I choose to be a DSP,
because I enjoy helping
people out when they
need it. I’m inspired
by my parents who
are a very big part of
why I am the way I am.
The best part of my job is being able to
help out when needed and being there for
people. I love how I can help people and
14
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go to places that I enjoy going to with
the people I serve. I hope that people
can all get along no matter
who they are. Just to be
kind to one another
and be open minded
to things. People like
the individuals I serve
should be looked at the
same as me.

LYNN FELDMAN & KATHE RAE

DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL
OF THE YEAR AWARD 2020

JONEL FORESTE, Direct Support Professional of the Year
This year, New Hope of Indiana announced the first-ever winner of the
Lynn Feldman & Kathe Rae Direct Support Professional (DSP) of the Year
Award.* Jonel Foreste has been a DSP at New Hope for 20 years. Jonel
has continued to provide exceptional care and support to the individuals
with disabilities who he serves despite the challenges of a global
pandemic.
“Jonel embodies everything we could ask a DSP to be,” said New Hope CEO Allison Wharry.

“He strives every day to make the individuals he works with feel
comfortable, valued, important and loved. He finds joy and pride
in his work. Not only does he care for our clients, he goes the
extra mile to care for his coworkers.”
In the years that New Hope was a part of St. Vincent Health, associates were able to apply for
emergency loans. When New Hope separated from St. Vincent in 2014, its associates were
no longer eligible for this program, but Jonel saw that his coworkers were often in need and
could benefit from an emergency fund. He advocated for a new assistance program with New
Hope’s leaders and was an integral part in implementing the Associate Financial Assistance
(AFA) Program. In July 2018, AFA began serving associates in need by providing interest-free
emergency loans. Today, Jonel sits on the committee which oversees the AFA Program.
*The award is named for Lynn Feldman and Kathe Rae, two longtime New Hope employees
who retired in 2019.
www.newhopeofindiana.org
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#TeamNewHope

Since the founding of New Hope, we have
always been very proud of the essential
services we provide for our clients living with
disabilities. Our core values of Dedication,
Service, Integrity, Creativity, Wisdom and
Reverence continue to guide us in our
journey to serve our community at the
highest level. Our success is measured in the
smiles we see every day on our clients’ faces,
the independence as we see them grow and
blossom and the joy we see as they interact
and achieve.
The unprecedented events of this past
year tested our ability to honor our core
values. But in reality, each individual value
helped guide us through the pandemic. Our
Dedication and Integrity gave us the will
and determination to prevail. Wisdom and
Reverence brought us calm and courage.
And Service and Creativity showed us how
we could find new and innovative ways to
serve our clients.
Through it all we have been able to achieve
our goals; to keep individuals served and
our associates healthy and safe; to keep our
associates working while minimizing risk and
exposure; and to maintain communication
with associates, clients, families and the
State.
Many of our frontline caregivers have worked
in environments serving COVID positive
clients. Associates throughout New Hope
16
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are stepping up and fighting this coronavirus
in amazing ways, one DSP telling her
supervisor, “We will fight this together.”
We have adopted CDC protocols and
additional health and safety precautions
to keep everyone healthy and safe while
providing the enriching services that we
have always provided. We are learning how
to manage in this new world, utilizing Zoom
for weekly Bible study, monthly movies and
Bingo. New Hope therapists are finding new
ways to support their clients and telehealth
therapy services are proving effective.
Then there is our latest initiative to battle
systemic racism with the creation of a
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Advisory
Committee, aimed at providing social justice
policies and programs throughout New
Hope.

It’s hard to imagine, but in
many ways New Hope is
coming out of this challenging
year stronger, more resilient
and more determined than
ever.
If anything, this year has proven to us all that
we are not only essential as an organization,
we are exceptional.
www.newhopeofindiana.org
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FISCAL

HEALTH
New Hope of Indiana serves nearly 600 individuals and families in Central Indiana. Government
reimbursement (programs and services revenue) allows New Hope to provide basic services and
care to our clients. However, to enhance the quality of life and provide community experiences
to our clients New Hope must continue to raise additional funds through individual/corporate
donors and grants. To remain transparent and responsible stewards of these funds, below is a
summary of finances for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2020.

TOP FUNDING SOURCES
Operating Revenue = $23,960,965
Programs and Services

94%

Rent

2.3%

State/Federal Grants

0.5%

Charitable Giving

2.7%

(including COVID 19 grants)

Investment Revenue = $575,464*
Total Revenue = $24,536,429

OUR IMPACT

BY THE NUMBERS
individuals and families
in the Indianapolis
community served by
New Hope

100+ working sites

homes owned

vehicles operated

20 programs

50 women and/or

$24 million

400 associates
26% of associates
have been employed
for 10+ years

Expenses = $23,406,026
Programs

89.1%

Administration**

10.4%

Fundraising

0.4%

75% direct care staff

minority leaders

in revenue

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

*New Hope of Indiana replaced their investment advisor in FY2020. As part of the portfolio transition, New Hope of Indiana experienced above average investment activity and
gains for the 2020 fiscal year. New Hope does not anticipate similar investment activity and/or gains for FY 2021.
**New Hope of Indiana is self-insured for both our associate’s medical benefits and worker’s compensation. This number can vary significantly from year to year.

DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT
Many employers will match gifts to nonprofits given by employees. Check with your human
resources department for more information. In addition to monetary gifts, New Hope was
blessed to receive PPE, Chrome Books, and donated masks which continue to assist us in
safely caring for our staff and clients through COVID-19.
18
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LIZ HOOVER, Chair,
Hoover Financial Advisors

JAYME DONNELSON, Hess,
Hess and Donnelson LLP

JENNIFER SCROGGINS,
Eli Lilly and Company

PATRICIA GAMBLE-MOORE,
Vice Chair, PNC Bank

PAM EVANS, Star Benefit
Associates, Inc.

CHARITY STOWE,
HER Development

RON MEAD, Treasurer,
Hendricks Regional Health

DENISE CAUDILL-IRONS,
New Hope of Indiana Parent

GRETCHEN SUSSMAN,
LEAD3 Consulting

LORAINE BROWN, Secretary,
Ascension Florida and Gulf
Coast

JOSÉ LUSENDE,
Edward Jones

ALLISON WHARRY,
New Hope of Indiana CEO

SR. FRANCINE BROWN,
Daughters of Charity

SUSAN ROBINSON, New
Hope of Indiana, retired

www.newhopeofindiana.org
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MAKING

HEADLINES
New Hope of Indiana ramped up public
relations efforts and made headlines around
the state and nation during the fiscal year
for its innovation, fundraising successes and
commitment to clients and employees.
The launch of the only food truck in the
Midwest where the food is prepared by,
marketed and served by young adults
with intellectual and developmental
disabilities generated an incredible amount
of coverage. Our Cheese and Thank You
ribbon cutting made news on Inside Indiana
Business, WTLC, WFYI, every Indianapolis
television station, WOWO in Fort Wayne and
Lakeshore Public Radio in Northwest Indiana.
Dr. Kathy Ballard was a guest in August
of 2019 on the Inside Indiana Business
television show. The food truck was featured
in the Business Spotlight segment. Ballard
shared that the unemployment rate for
those with disabilities is twice that of other
Americans. She said the Cheese and Thank
You food truck is designed to give program
participants marketable skills.
A few weeks later, a feature about Cheese
and Thank You in The Indianapolis Star
was picked up by newspapers around
the country. Journalist Vic Ryckaert and
Photojournalist Kelly Wilkinson put together
a video, photo gallery and compelling article
about the inaugural Cheese and Thank You

20
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program participants. The beginning of the
article set the tone for the positive piece.
Richie Olopade has a smile built for customer
service and that is what he delivers.

“The key to customer service is
making sure the customer feels
welcome,”

HEALTH CARE
HEROES

NEW HOPE
HONORS FORESTE

FELDMAN RECEIVES
PINNACLE AWARD

The Indianapolis Business
Journal (IBJ) featured
New Hope of Indiana in
a feature on Health Care
Hereos.

Inside Indiana Business
with Gerry Dick, featured
the celebration of the
first-winner of the Lynn
Feldman and Kathe Rae
DSP of the Year Award.

INARF awarded Lynn
Feldman, Director,
Supported Living at New
Hope of Indiana in March of
2020 with the
Pinnacle Award.

Workplaces list for the second
year in a row. In 2020, the
organization was even singled out
for a special Training Award for
excellence.

The story was named one of “10 IndyStar
stories of loss, love, hope and redemption
that made us feel things in 2019.”

New Hope CEO Allison Wharry reacted
to Governor Holcomb’s State of the State
address in a thoughtful opinion piece in
January 2020 that ran in the Terre Haute
Tribune Star, the Indianapolis Star, Batesville
Herald-Tribune, Kokomo Tribune and Times
of Northwest Indiana. The Governor said the
state would not overlook anyone aspiring
to be successful, including those with
disabilities. Wharry thanked the Governor for
giving hope and validation to thousands of
Hoosiers with disabilities.

New Hope also made news when it was
named to the Indianapolis Star’s Top

Wharry also made the case for paying Direct
Support Professionals (DSPs) a living wage

the 23-year-old from Indianapolis said,
grinning as he stands near the Cheese and
Thank You food truck where he’s worked for
about a month.

in another op-ed during National Disabilities
Awareness Month in March that ran in the
Jeffersonville News and Tribune, Terre
Haute Tribune Star and on the Inside Indiana
Business website and newsletters.
New Hope also received media attention
for earning United Way of Central Indiana
accreditation, receiving COVID-19 relief
funds, the New Hope Day of Caring and
multiple employee successes.

The story of New Hope and
those it serves was featured in
an all-time high of nearly
50 media articles during the
2019-2020 fiscal year.

www.newhopeofindiana.org
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THANK YOU

GIFTS OF $10,000+

Hon. Jane Magnus-Stinson and
Bill Stinson

Anonymous
Ascension St. Vincent

Jim and Mary Beth Van Dyke

Central Indiana COVID-19
Economic Relief Fund
(C-CERF)

Lainie Veenstra

Pearson Ford

TO OUR DONORS

GIFTS OF $1,000 TO
$9,999
American Family Insurance
Tom and Sheila Bowers

New Hope of Indiana relies on donors like those listed
here to continue to provide care and support to our clients
throughout the year. The generosity of our donors allows
us to launch new programs like AIM and allows us to

Bradley Associates Healthcare
Advisors & CPAs
Keith and Loraine Brown
Conner Insurance
Steve and Cindy Cook

continue to provide residential and day services to clients

Jayme Donnelson

throughout Central Indiana. Thank you to our sponsors

Eclipse Real Estate

and gracious donors listed here for their continued
commitment and support of New Hope of Indiana.

Andrew and Denise Gilbert
Gregory & Appel
Kenny and Pam Hodges
Liz and Steve Hoover

Bill and Ann Bernard
Cheryl Bir
Jeff and Ellen Butz
Carrel-Haupt Group
Bryan and Mary Chandler
Joann Culter
Daughters of Charity
Daryl and Jamey Daugherty
Terry Duggins
Robert and Junko Halverson
Thomas and Lynn Marubashi
Miriam Palmer
James Cruise and Barbara
Pierce
Karen Porter
Ray’s Trash Service

Bernie and Sue Konrady

Susan Robinson
Lee and Shirley Sheffler

Allan Rucka

Zelda Sklan

Larry and Ellen Schafer

Stacy Small

Eric and Jennifer Scroggins
Jeff and Jane Smith
 ASSOCIATE
Supporting individuals and families for more than 40 years.

Hon. Sarah Evans Barker and
Ken Barker

Rosemary and Bruce Hume
Numotion
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Allison Wharry and Stan Evans

GIFTS OF $500 TO $999

PNC Bank

THANK YOU

Elma Sparks

 VOLUNTEER

David and Catharine Stewart
Laura Tomlin
 CORPORATE/COMMUNITY DONOR
www.newhopeofindiana.org
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THANK YOU

Joe and Caroline Young

Gena Asher

Kevin and Paula Kayser

United Technologies

Young at Heart

Maija Augenbergs

Jeff Kimbell

Brian and Cindy Verbarg

Wes and Beth Bagnell

Bob and Carol Kruse

George and Phyllis Waggoner

Kathy Ballard

Mike Long

Skip and Mary Watson

Betty Barnes

Ken and Joan Lyons

Diana Wharry

Sheri Alexander

Mark and Julia Baumgart

Nina Makiejus

James Willey

Clay and Karen Barnes

Bethel United Methodist
Church

Ed and Tami Mantsch

Norma Wilson

Tom and Becky Masters

Roger Clark and Kathy
Zingaro

GIFTS OF $250 TO $499

Kevin and Holly Betz

Bonvista Remodeling

John and Susan Bloom
Scott Boleman

Amanda Boyd

Kristin Borgert

Patricia Bradshaw

Kristen McMahon

GIFTS OF UNDER $100

Rael Michira

Seth Bowers

Keisha Bullock

Claire Bozzano

Donna and Mark Cameron

Lois Miller

Sr. Francine Brown

Vince and Robyn Caponi

Gloria Mitchell

Gay Burkhart

Linda Carroll

Rick Norman

James and Jane Cannon

Carol Carter

Faustinus Okafor

Theresa Anderson

Ann and Art Overmyer

Dennis and Betty Archer

Dave and Marta Carter

Shane Dietz

Henrietta Day

Heidi Faith
Kevin and Amy Flint

Pam Evans

Ralph Gehrung

Ken and Ann Haupt

Brad and Mary Miller

Folasade Adejayan
Adejoke Akinfisoye
Jeff and Joanne Alexovich

Bill Perron

Moses Ayotunde

Cheryl Pleak Copeland

Mary Bailey

Karon Preston

Barbara Baker

Susan Riggs

Laura Barnes

Alice Gorup

Lacey Robinson

Amy Becker

Koorsen Fire and Safety

Marlene Grief

Sheryl Rubin

Joanne Behnke

Gary Larreategui

DeShawn Hale

Barb Rzepka

Heather Bering

Dorine Saladin

Margaret and Steve
Biggerstaff

Ramona Henderson

David and Teresa Gorsage

Robert and Amy Johnson

Greg and Molly Mcaloon

Harms Supply Inc.

Ron and Sarah Mead

Ron Harris

John and Beth Sales

Kevin Murray

Joe Faulkner and Susan
Hartling

Kelly Scanlan

Thomas and Kathleen Murray
Brian and Judy Paras

Karen and Michael Smollen

Tim Prickett

Angela Spilker

Kathe Rae

Sarah Stone

Kent Ryan

Kandi Hidde

GIFTS OF $100 TO $249

Gregory and Teresa Holz
Chelsea Hyslop

Charity Stowe

Robert and Kristin Altice

Carrie Jackson

Shannon Summers

Gary and Marcia Angstadt

Brook and Dennis Johnson

 ASSOCIATE
24

Elizabeth McCormick

 VOLUNTEER

Supporting individuals and families for more than 40 years.

 CORPORATE/COMMUNITY DONOR

Kevin and Carolyn Schiferl
Marcia Schoeffel
Ellen Schoenberger
Gretchen Sussman
Charles Van Meter

 ASSOCIATE

 VOLUNTEER

Mike and Joan Bindner
Donna Borden
Allison Brinegar
Ernestine Burnett
Dee Cazares
Johnny Clark
Bruce and Deborah Clark
 CORPORATE/COMMUNITY DONOR
www.newhopeofindiana.org
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Andrea Cohen

Robert and Donna Jackson

Lucinda Peterson

Mai Cooper-Nolen

Mary Edith Jamison

Bruce and Rosemary Pratt

Dick and Marcy Culter

Shayla Jones

Valerie Reaves

Harold DeVries

Cassi Jones-Dean

Angela Reed

Lisa Diefenbach

Wendy Kaufman

Brian Rexroat

Carla Dorfmeyer

Ken and Marcia Kehlbeck

Ryan Roesler

Jean Driskell

Stanley and Toni Ketner

Ken Rose

Jason Dunderdale

Drew Kogan

Erica Schneider

Sandra DuPriest

Allen Langdon

Mandizvidza Shawarira

Deborah Durst

Ann Lapp

Kate Shepherd

Stacey Dybala

Cynthia Laudig Owens

Carolyn Short

Michael Eckerle

Tim and Penny Leeson

Shirley Simmons

Susan Everett

Elizabeth Lemon

Jessica Smith

Ann Farkas

Katie Levitt

Evelyn Ruth Spiegel

Lynn Feldman

Patricia Lofthouse

Amy Stewart

Dave and Gayle Foy

Sharon Lunseth

Sr. Louise Sullivan

Beth Frailey

Cindy Madrick

Sr. Mary John Tintea

Sandy Frauhiger

Nancy Mantsch

Maimouna Traore

Kirk Friedly

Gary Lessor and Candace
Maret

Angela Untrauer

Margo Green

Stephan and Kelly Masoncup

Dr. Patrick Wagner

Linda Griffiths

Stephanie McGowan

Codou Wague

Barbara Hall

Dixie Miller

Deborah West

Tom and Elaine Goldsmith

Danny and Pamela Harding

Christopher Moore

Nataki Hare

Donna Murphy

Linda Hayes

Melissa Murphy

Stephen Wilkie

Melissa Hayes

Kt Neill

John and Susan Healy

Dorothy Nowlin-Love

Maureen Wilson

Kimberly Hendrix

Ennywealth Oladipo

Lauren Hess Conrad

Sinikiwe Owens

Lindsey Hill

Lauren Palmer

Lorraine Hoss

Ramona Paulsrud

Rita Hupp

Ashley Pearison

 ASSOCIATE
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Gary Vollen

 VOLUNTEER

Supporting individuals and families for more than 40 years.

Caryl White
Greg Whitehead

 CORPORATE/COMMUNITY DONOR
www.newhopeofindiana.org
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NEW HOPE OF INDIANA

NEW HOPE OF INDIANA PROVIDES 24-HOUR
SUPPORT AND CARE TO PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES THROUGHOUT CENTRAL INDIANA.
Please consider making an investment today that will
truly impact those we serve.
Visit newhopeofindiana.org/donate

8450 North Payne Road, Suite 300, Indianapolis, IN 46268 | (317) 338-9600



 

